
Gershwin An American in Paris; Concerto in F  

On Music from The New World 

It may be close to the truth to argue that late 19th century Western Europe formed the nucleus 
of the world of music, with a strong accent on opera and symphony – with the operetta not 
far behind. Almost everything else was either ignored, or unknown, or treated as exotic 
diversions, such as the Hungarianisms in Léhar’s operettas and Chinoiserie in operas by 
Puccini. Europe’s scanty knowledge of American music was limited to “exoticisms” of early 
jazz and black choral singing in the form of “Negro spirituals”. Meanwhile, inside the Brits’ 
erstwhile colony, emerging composers naturally tended to cast their eyes towards Europe for 
guidance, such as appointing the world famous Dvořák to lead the National Conservatory in 
New York. The real or perceived indigenous melodic qualities in his 9th symphony (1893) 
would eventually lead to the epithet From the New World. Early individuals such as Edward 
MacDowell, and later gifted American composers such as Harris, Schuman and others would 
write excellent works on European models. (Scott Joplin’s miniature “piano rags” would, for 
the time being, remain local, until their rebirth with the arrival of The Sting.) 

A composer’s choice of style is always (or nearly always) linked to his audience. Thus besides 
symphonies and church music Mozart also composed endless series of “easy” music such 
as country dances (and a “musical joke”), and Schoenberg, the last century’s arch-example 
of intellectualism in music, at one stage had to earn a living by composing cabaret songs and 
reworking Strauss waltzes. Kurt Weill (1900-1950) even made the decision to abandon his 
“serious” approach, and wrote “songs”, and early international successes such as his 
Dreigroschenoper (Threepenny Opera, Berlin 1928), an approach that contributed to a new 
direction to the Broadway tradition of the musical (remember Mack the Knife?)  

Amidst the success of the music of Tin Pan Alley, George Gershwin (1898-1937) had his 
first success as song writer in his teenage years. But the ideal of a real indigenous American 
art music tradition still seemed far off. His “philosophy” always centred on writing music “...for 
the many .... not the few...”, and to be fully representative of “the American way of life”. His 
first, and arguably greatest, international success expressing this ideal, was the Rhapsody in 
Blue of 1924. Essentially a single-movement concerto for piano and orchestra, it is an 
excellent example of a work integrating the “aloof” European orchestra with more local 
components. The composer, who at the time wouldn’t try his hand at writing for symphony 
orchestra, accepted the help of composer Ferde Grofé in finalising the orchestration. Due to 
its worldwide success the work contributed to Gershwin being named (probably) the 
wealthiest composer that ever lived; certainly the first composer ever to appear on the cover 
page of Time magazine in 1925. During his European travels in 1926 he met several major 
European composers, including Prokofiev, Milhaud, Poulenc, Ravel and Berg, and 
approached some of them for lessons. However, such lessons never materialized, in part 
due to the fact that these composers acknowledged Gershwin’s talents. Already earlier 
Gershwin had solicited lessons first from Ravel and later from Stravinsky. Both considered 
him a more than capable composer and declined to accept him as a student. One famous 
story has it that upon learning Gershwin’s income, Stravinsky (or Ravel) instead suggested 
that he should become Gershwin’s pupil. 

His tone poem An American in Paris (1928) resulted from the composer’s visit to France. 
For lack of a better term he called it a “rhapsodic ballet”. In addition to the expected 
instruments, the score also called for a battery of percussion, three saxophones and four 
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Paris taxi horns, which the composer allegedly bought in France for the purpose. The “story” 
is simple: an American is walking the streets of Paris, enjoying the local sounds and longing 
for home. The layout apparently strives towards a “fantasy overture”-like structure, with an 
opening section with the “walking” theme (one can easily picture Fred Astaire with his cane, 
as would later be seen in the film version of the piece), with added street noises – and the 

“out of tune” taxi horns. This is followed by the 
blues theme (the term has been used since 

the early New Orleans days for a simple tune of longing, a diatonic tune coloured by the 
flattened third and sixth degrees of the major scale). The blues here is clearly a relative of 
the later popular “Summertime” from Porgy and Bess.  A version of “I’ve got Rhythm” also 
appears, as well as the first phrase from La Sorella – possibly a popular street shanty at the 
time. The blues theme reigns supreme in different forms, including a trumpet variation (see 
example: the E flat is the “blue” note). Towards the end of the piece the composer glances 
toward classical practice, with a return of the opening bars. It is enjoyable music, albeit clearly 
little more than orchestrated typical song material, as can be heard in the use of regular four-
bar phrases. The work’s supposed similarities with the music of Debussy and Ravel (who 
were not stylistically that close anyway) are maybe a bit far off, though some chords – and 
the odd wholetone scale passage – could be construed as homemade “impressionism”. 
Interestingly enough, Poulenc, who was a great admirer of Gershwin, also quoted the Sorella 
tune much later in his C# minor piano concerto. 
The day after the first performance of Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue” conductor Damrosch 
commissioned Gershwin for a full-scale “real” Piano Concerto for the New York Symphony 
Orchestra. The composer accepted the challenge to write the orchestral work fully on his 
own, and tested the result himself with a hired orchestra. The layout of the piece follows that 
of the classic concerto, in three movements, Allegro – Adagio / Andante con moto – Allegro 
agitato, with technical effects reminiscent of the grand symphonic concertos of the late 19th 
century or those by Rachmaninov. Like those, the work culminates in the brisk finale, recalling 
previous themes. The first movement has several subsections, which may fit the traditional 
“sonata form”, i.e. two main themes – often themselves consisting of several sub-themes. 
Whereas these details are often rather of “academic” importance, the listener will notice at 
least the main phases of this process. The first movement is built largely on ideas from the 
beginning of the movement, often growing to more complex structures. In this case the 
“Charleston” rhythm in bar 5 is the first, eventually leading to an elaborate theme (A hint: it 
also resembles the Latin American rumba, and if you know Gershwin’s “I’ve got Rhythm”, you 
will recognise the Charleston). The second idea is a rising and falling of a series of a jumpy 
“dotted” rhythm. The main sections of the movement can easily be seen/heard by the return 
of these ideas.  
 
The slow movement is a good example of a “symphonic” blues. It contains five sections 
(ABACA), with the muted trumpet solo (a favourite of the jazz world) playing the main idea. It 
is soon relieved by a new catchy tune for the solo piano (B). After the second A the longer 
and more complex C-section contains some new ideas and developments, before the muted 
trumpet returns once more right at the end.  
 
The final movement is perhaps the most interesting and most successful. There are strong 
thematic links between the three movements, all of which are heavily influenced by jazz. The 
gliding figures of the high winds recall the beginning of the first movement. In fact the 
movement’s content is to some degree a reworking of those of the first. Cast as a classical 
rondo, the rattling main theme has strong similarities with the piano toccata, and recurs twice, 
interspersed with newer and older ideas. The grand finale is marked by the main theme from 
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the first movement in the orchestra, with the piano having a massive chordal counterpart. The 
con brio Coda brings a last reminder of the main theme, before the crashing closing bars.  

Gershwin’s ideal of combining musical “opposites” has echoed into our own age. The 
proverbial mixed reaction from both popular corners and classical specialists alike applies 
also for the twenties of the previous century. When asked about his opinion veteran composer 
and “father” of twelve-tone music, Arnold Schoenberg, whose aesthetics were the furthest 
possible from Gershwin’s, possibly came closest to the truth, when he summarised 
Gershwin’s significance as musician:  

"Gershwin is an artist and a composer – he expressed musical ideas, and they were new, as 
is the way he expressed them. …Serious or not, he is a composer, that is, a man who lives 
in music and expresses everything, serious or not, sound or superficial, by means of music, 
because it is his native language. …What he has done with rhythm, harmony and melody is 
not merely style. It is fundamentally different from the mannerism of many a serious composer 
[who writes] a superficial union of devices applied to a minimum of ideas. …The impression 
is of an improvisation with all the merits and shortcomings appertaining to this kind of 
production. …He only feels he has something to say and he says it." 

 


